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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR. 
[The "Editor does not hold lzimself responsible for opinions ex

pres<ed by his correspondents. ll'either can he undertake 
to i-eturn, or to co, respond with the writers ef, rejectei 
.uanuscripts intended for this or any other part of NATURE. 
No notice is taken of anonvmous communications.j 

Kites and Wireless Telegraphy. 
IN view of the current report in the daily Press that Mr. 

Marconi has succeeded in receiving at St. Joh n's, Newfound
land, by means of a wire raised with a kite, signals sent from 
his station at Poldhu, Cornwall, it may be interesting to recall 
that kites were used here during the summer of 1899 in some 
similar experiments. In the " Report of S. P. Langley, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, for the Year ending 
June 30, 1900," it is stated on p. IO: "In addition to the 
above investigations a Hodgkins grant has been approved to 
enable Mr. Rotch to carry on a series of experiments in space 
tele~raphy, it being thought that the unprecedented heights 
attamed by kites might materially extend the range of com
munication by this method. In the preliminary experiments, 
however, kites were not used, sufficient elevation being attain
able without them, but when the difference between the stations 
was increased from one mile to three, kites were employed to 
raise the transmitting and receiving wires. In the later experi
ments it was found, not unexpectedly, that the long wires, 
carried up and supported by kites, collected so much electricity 
as to interfere with and greatly complicate the messages sent 
from station to station. These interruptions seem to show that 
the limit of elevation for the receiving wire was under these 
conditions less than five hundred feet. The greatest distance 
covered in the experiments was approximately twelve miles, 
from a wire supported by a kite about two hundred feet above 
Blue Hill to the tower of Memorial Hall in Cambridge, which 
was used as the receiving station. These experiments draw 
attention to the fact that electrification increases with the 
altitude to which the wire is carried, and that it is always 
present, although varying with the meteorological condition of 
the atmosphere. The experiments were discontinued in the 
autumn of 1899." 

If Mr. Marconi, by his system, has really received signals 
from across the Atlantic, with the receiving wire lifted by a 
kite to an altitude exceeding five hundred feet, it would appear 
from my experiments that he must have employed some hitherto 
unknown method of shunting out atmospheric electricity. 

A. LA WR EN CE ROTCH. 
Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory, 

Mass, U.S.A., December 17 , 1901. 

Poisonous Molluscs. 

I NOTICE that doubt is cast on the opinion held by some autho
rities that the bite of certain species of Conus is poisonous ; 
and as a case has now occurred here in a European subject 
whose intelligence places her account of it beyond question, I 
think it may be useful to represent the corroborative evidence 
thus obtained. 

I should mention, first, that a shell exactly similar to the one 
in question was forwarded to the Australian Museum, Sydney, 
and that I am indebted to Mr. Etheridge, the curator, for in
formation on the point and for the identification of the specimen 
as the shell of Com,s geographt'cus. 

The patient, Mrs. B., was fishing from a boat after dark in 
the harbour of Levuka (Fiji), and one of the crew handed her 
a mollusc he had picked up in shallow water at low tide while 
getting baita C. geographicus. Mrs. B., being an old resident 
in the islands, proceeded to evulse the mollusc with her little 
finger, the boy having cracke<l the shell to facilitate this pro
cedure. While doing so she received a puncture, and shortly 
afterwards felt her hand and foreaim becoming numb. The 
effect q,uickly extended t·o the shoulder, and the patient had to 
return to the shore and be conveyed home. In an hour or so 
she was in g,reat distress, speechless, and paralysed in most of 
the voluntary musc:J!es ; a condition which later became inten
sified and afarming, ;although the cardiac and respiratory muscles 
showed no evidence of ,flagging. The medical man who at
tended M<rs. B. '1ik,med he~ condition to that which might be 
looked for after poisoning by wrare. 
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The puncture was so s}ight as to be scarcel,y discernible ; 
after two days a steady l,ut slow recovery took place and a 
fatal termination was averted. ' 

During this time the patient did not lose consciousness ; but 
there was for a while some confusion of ideas, and, chiefly in 
co~sequ':nce of the loss of power in the muscles concerned in 
articulation, she was unable to speak inteHigibly, a1though she 
subsequently asserted that she knew quit_e well what was going 
on around her. She underwent an attack of conjunctivitis a 
~ew days later, which she connects with the occurrence; but it 
is doubtful whether she is right or not in so believing. 

R. GLANVILL CORNEY. 
Medical Department, Fiji, September 30, 1901. 

The Distance of Nova Persei. 

IT ~ppears to me that the phenomenon of the apparent 
e:'pans1on o~ the nebula suuounding Nova Persei would be 
simply explamed by refeHing it to the illumination of meteoric 
matter by the light sent out on the occasion of the outburst of 
the Nova. On this hypothesis it becomes possible to calculate 
the distance fro_m t~e earth_ by m_eans of the observed angular 
grow~h of (he illum1!1at':d nng w~1ch must spread out with the 
velocity of light. This gives 3J3, hghtyears as the distance. 

Daramona. W. E. WILSON. 

Colours of Butterflies not due to-Diffraction. 

So~E time ago you» correspondent, Mr. Benham, corrected 
t~e mistake that mothe~ofpearl owes its beauty to diffract d 
light. _ The eHOF had lived long, part ly, perhaps, because it 
came from an attthority so eminent as Sir David Brewster. 

A simil~r idea seems to be still prevalent, that butterflies and 
moths denve their colou,s from diffraction.. Two of the best 
modern natural histO£ies, which Ji have at hand favour the 
supposition. ' 

The patches on the wing are groups of uniformly coloured 
scales, which contain pigment. Difffaction colours aie of a differ
ent character ;. they ar_e manycoloured iridescent lights varying 
as they glance off at d11ferent angles. The distinction is familiar 
to worker in: optics ;. it is easy fur anyone to appreciate it by 
seemg r~cogmsed ~!ms of qiffraction. ] have lately examined 
a c_ollecuon of Ent1sh Lep1doptera, and found no specimens 
which were coloured by wave interference. The Purple 
Emperor ha_s two ~if~rm colo~r~, grey and purple, so arranged 
that there 1s a direction of v1&1on favournble for seeing each 
c?l~ur. Shot silks and Labrador spar are cases somewhat 
su~u)ar. . I have beJ'.ore me a foreign Thecla whii;h has a 
bnlhan~ hgh;tblue pigment ; perhaps in this and some others 
a certam sh1mmer 1s added by a slight diffraction interference 
but t~e predominain~ effect is the blue colou,ring matter. ' 

. It 1s! howe_ver, mteresting to note that all scales have fine 
d1ffract1on ,ulmgs. These lines as in the case of diatoms 
consis~ of rows of SR<1all spots. L have had a wing of the Small 
Torto1seshell for about twenty years;. the scales !are complete. 
but. the ~olours are faint, and the wing is partly transparent. 
It _is_ poss1b)e to arr~nge this with care in a strong light so that 
bnlh_ant rambow lights are seen, but they are not the familia,
to_rto1seshell p:i,tteni. This effect does not seem to be possible 
with :.. fr,esh wmg, so that t doubt whether butterflies are often 
~een to act as cliffraction gratings. No doubt some insects show 
interference colours, but these seem usually to ar,ise from the 
phenomenon caused by thin plates. Diffraction can be well 
s_tudied in hummiqgbirds ;. there are the brilliant, evervarying 
hgh~s, and the fine markings on the feathers may be seen with 
a nucroscope. No iridescence is more delicate than that on the 
side of a fresh mackerel. I am not quite sure to which class of 
wave interfe,ence this is due. vV. B. CROFT. 

Winchester College,. December 30, 1'11/0I . 

The Qu-adrantid Meteo,rs. 

NOT the least important of ou,r annual star showers are 
the Quadrantids, so called from the position of theil' 
r~diant in the constellation of Quadrans Muralis , which is 
situated between lilo0tes and Dra<so. This meteo,system. 


